Vergence control of central and peripheral disparities.
The results of previous studies using either small or large target configurations suggest that open-loop (OL) vergence response dynamics may depend on the peripheral extent of the target. To investigate systemically the effect of peripheral target extent on dynamic vergence control, OL vergence responses to central, peripheral, and central-plus-peripheral targets were recorded. Open-loop disparity stimuli included steps, ramps, and sinusoids. It was found that the OL step and ramp responses to the central target were more rapid and exhibited significantly more step and multiple-step movements than those for either the peripheral or the central-plus-peripheral targets. During OL ramp stimulation, the maximum disparity for which tracking could be maintained was largest for the peripheral target. Sinusoidal responses showed the greatest gain for the central target. For all three types of stimuli, responses to the central-plus-peripheral target showed characteristics that were somewhat between those for the central and the peripheral targets. These results resolve some previously conflicting findings about open-loop vergence dynamics and suggest that large peripheral disparity stimulation initiates slow fusion of a visual scene, whereas small central disparity stimulation produces more rapid movements for precise binocular tracking of targets moving in depth.